
Terrogence Global is a pioneer and global 
leader in the field of Counterterrorism 
Web Intelligence Research. We specialize 
in Home-Grown Terrorism, Terror 
Funding, Terrorist Capabilities, 
Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs), 
Homemade Explosives (HMEs), relations 
and connections to criminal groups, 
strategic research, and more.
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Amongst the largest and most advanced Terrorist 
Weapons Technical Intelligence (TWTI) knowledge 
center, combining 20 years of counterterrorism 
intelligence.
The Terrogence Codex™ data repositories contain worldwide details of 
terrorism-related content, videos, images and tutorials, allowing 
government agencies and intelligence oriented customers to significantly 
enrich their databases, for training, forensics and R&D purposes.

IRIS™
Still blind on Instant Messaging Applications (IMA)? 
Interested in enriching your organization's 
metadata and attributions?
IRIS is the solution for you
Terrogence's IRIS has aggregated hundreds of thousands of unique 
identifiers and metadata collected from over 100 countries worldwide 
radicalized, terror-related and criminal IMA groups. IRIS is constantly 
updated, providing customers with new discoveries and attributions, 
and enriching any database, fusion source or intelligence system with a 
unique set of insights.
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Terrogence Global Experts Reports

Möbius™

All the materials in which these reports are written are collected by Terrogence’s teams 
using advanced OSINT tools and are analyzed by our experts. These reports are available 
by subscription to Terrogence Global Codex platform.

Terrogence Global Möbius™ reports expose the current opera-
tional IED capabilities of terrorists and insurgents worldwide 
through our monitoring and analysis of open and Deep-web 
sources, such as password-protected forums, where terrorists 
and insurgents congregate and plan attacks.  

Al-Khemia™
Al-Khemia™ reports deliver in-depth forensic analysis of real-life 
homemade explosives (HME) recipes extracted by Terrogence 
from online terrorist forums, knowledge bases and social 
networks. Terrogence not only analyzes the theoretical terrorist 
recipe, but actually reproduces the stated HME synthesis, 
according to the recipes, in a controlled laboratory setting. 

Hydra™
Terrogence Global's most wide-ranging Web intelligence 
report, Hydra™ monitors terrorist trends and developments as 
they come to light on the web, including where terrorists seek 
to radicalize, recruit, or plot attacks against various targets. 
The report evaluates extremist Islamic propaganda, recruit-
ment and radicalization efforts, and deep trends within the 
evolving world of jihad.

TGAlerts™
Our TGAlerts™ identify threats or terror capability develop-
ments of imminent interest in near real-time. It covers the 
Deep-Web by means of Virtual HUMINT™ operations, i.e., we 
create virtual entities that we then operate as insiders within 
terrorist and insurgent networks online.


